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The beginning of the so-called Nova Republica was inauspicious
for both Brazil and Brazilian cinema. The events surrounding the illness
and death of President-elect Tancredo Neves and the subsequent inau
guration of former government-party leader Jose Sarney are well
known. 1 Perhaps less known is the fact that one of the first pieces of
legislation Samey signed into law while Acting President during Ne
ves's illness sent shock waves through the national film industry, which
was already suffering one of the worst economic crises of its recent
history.

The new Law 7300, which had been sponsored by Sarney's son,
Federal Deputy Jose Sarney Filho, altered an existing statute regulating
the press and quite simply nationalized the film industry by prohibiting
the participation of foreign capital in any cinematographic activity in
Brazil.? The measure passed in the Congresso and was signed into law
with virtually no discussion or advance warning. Neither Sarney Filho
nor his father bothered to ask the film industry's opinion about a mea
sure with such far-reaching potential. Some have speculated that the
law was the brainchild of film distributor and publisher Alvaro Pacheco,
a close friend of the Sarney family." Had the law taken effect, it would
have had possibly disastrous effects on the industry that it was de
signed to protect. But as so often happens in Brazil, the law has not
been implemented.

Over the last decade, the government film enterprise, Embra
filme (Empresa Brasileira de Filmes), has coproduced or otherwise fi
nanced Brazilian cinema's best films. Today nearly all national produc
tion (except hard-core pornography) receives some form of support
from Embrafilme. Some 25 percent of Embrafilme's budget derives from
taxes on profit remittances paid by foreign (largely American) film dis
tributors, and another 9 percent comes from a tax euphemistically
called a "contribution for the development of the film industry," which
is paid by all foreign and domestic producers who exhibit their films in
Brazil.4

If Law 7300 had been regulated and implemented, the U.S. ex
port cartel, the Motion Pictures Export Association, most likely would
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have boycotted the Brazilian market.f Embrafilme consequently would
have lost a considerable portion of its budget and would have been
unable to sustain Brazilian cinema's already anemic levels of produc
tion. Exhibition circuits, which depend largely on American films for
survival, would have lost additional revenue, and many theaters
throughout the country would have been forced to close, thus deepen
ing the current crisis and limiting even further Brazilian cinema's poten
tial for return in the domestic market. Thus it is not surprising that
although many film industry professionals shared the nationalist spirit
of the new law, few actively supported its implementation.

Law 7300 represented one individual's attempt to deliver Brazil
ian cinema from the crisis that has gripped the industry since the early
1980s. Analysis of this crisis, its fundamental causes, and the relation
ship between cinema and the state during the "old republic" of overtly
authoritarian regimes is essential in order to understand the situation
currently faced by Brazilian cinema in the relatively more liberal politi
cal context of the Nova Republica. 6

In the late 1970s, it appeared that Brazilian cinema, supported by
Embrafilme, would finally take off and achieve an unprecedented level
of stability and prosperity. Between 1974 and 1978, the total number of
spectators of Brazilian films doubled to more than sixty million, and
total income increased by 288 percent, from thirteen million dollars in
1974 to more than thirty-eight million in 1978. Brazilian cinema's share
of its own market grew from 15 percent in 1974 to more than 30 percent
in 1978.7

But despite such success and the continuing production of excel
lent films like Nelson Pereira dos Santos's Mem6rias do Carcere (1984)
and Ruy Guerra's Opera do Maiandro (1986), the last seven years have
witnessed a downturn that has reversed the economic progress of the
previous decade. The number of theaters in the country dropped from
thirty-three hundred in 1975 to fifteen hundred in 1984. Attendance
figures for Brazilian films dropped from a high in 1978 of sixty million
to less than thirty-one million in 1984. The occupancy rate for all the
aters fell from 19 percent in 1978 to a mere 12 percent in 1984; and
annual attendance per capita dropped from 2.6 times in 1975 to 0.8 in
1983. National film production, in turn, declined from 102 films in 1980
to 84 in 1983. But the decline in the number of films produced is less
dramatic than the decline in their quality. Between 1981 and 1985, por
nography accounted for an average of 73 percent of total production. 8

The crisis of Brazilian cinema in the 1980s is obviously part of the
national economic crisis in a period when the so-called economic mira
cle (1967-1973), characterized by high growth rates and relatively low
inflation, was replaced by an economic nightmare with a foreign debt of
more than one hundred billion dollars and annual inflation rates ex-
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ceeding 200 percent. This economic crisis forced the government to im
pose severe restrictions on imports, causing film production costs to
rise dramatically and accentuating what is often called the "dollariza
tion" of the film production process. The cycle of decline is clear: film
production costs increased rapidly at a time when the market was
shrinking. Moreover, ticket prices have not kept pace with inflation and
thus have reduced even further the income of both producers and
exhibitors.

Many other factors have also contributed to the decline of the
Brazilian film industry during the first half of the 1980s. High inflation
rates have made film-going a luxury for much of the Brazilian popula
tion. In addition, high crime rates in large cities make potential custom
ers think twice about going out at night. Television has also contributed
to the crisis: first, by providing Brazilians with inexpensive, yet gener
ally high-quality, entertainment in the comfort and safety of their
homes; and second, by not providing the national film industry with an
additional source of income. In fact, television has the potential to
reach more Brazilians in a single evening than the entire national
cinema reaches in a year, but little integration has yet occurred between
the two media. In the past few years, the Brazilian government has
legally regulated the sale of films on video, but it is estimated that 85
percent of the film copies in circulation are pirated, thus effectively
depriving the film industry of another potential source of income, how
ever small." Moreover, the decreasing number of foreign films available
in the domestic market-long a goal of Brazilian filmmakers-has para
doxically deepened the crisis by reducing Embrafilme's income and has
tening the closing of many theaters, especially in the interior of the
country. 10

But the film crisis goes beyond mere economic considerations. In
many ways, it represents the bankruptcy of the state-supported model
of film production that led Brazilian cinema in the mid-1970s to truly
remarkable levels of success. The crisis has resulted from a questionable
policy that tried to be too many things to too many people, lacked a
farsighted vision of the future of Brazilian cinema, and was basically
authoritarian in many of its particulars. This policy made viable many
important film projects-Bye, Bye, Brasil (1980), Gaijin (1980), Pixote
(1980), and Eles Niio Usam Black-Tie (1981), among many others. But it
ultimately failed to reconcile the state's cultural and sectoral responsi
bilities in relation to the film industry. This essay will focus on two
aspects of state policy toward the industry-its support of the produc
tion sector and its generally antagonistic relationship with the exhibi
tion sector-before examining tendencies of state cinematic policy dur
ing the Nova Republica.
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The Production Sector

State intervention in the film industry can be traced back to the
early 1930s, when Cetulio Vargas implemented the first of a long series
of protectionist measures, most in the form of a screen quota for na
tional films, designed to give the industry a modicum of stability for
future development. Today the screen quota requires 140 days per year
of compulsory exhibition of Brazilian films in all theaters in the country.
Since the 1930s and especially since 1964, the state role has evolved
from regulator of market forces to active agent and productive force in
the industry.

The state began its direct financial support of the film industry in
1966 with the creation of the Instituto Nacional do Cinema (INC). Cre
ated by an executive degree of the Castello Branco regime, the institute
resulted from a long struggle that involved most sectors of the film
industry. 11 The INC administered three major support programs: a pro
gram subsidizing all national films exhibited with additional income
based on box-office receipts; a program making additional cash awards
for "quality" films; and a film-financing program in which the institute
administered coproductions between foreign distributors and local pro
ducers, using funds withheld from the income tax on distributors.
Among the films financed under the coproduction program were [oa
quim Pedro de Andrade's Macunaima (1969), Carlos Diegues's as Herdei
ros (1968), and Nelson Pereira dos Santos's Como Era Gostoso 0 Meu Fran
ces (1971). The three INC programs were available to all interested film
makers and thus tended to support the production sector as a whole.

The coproduction program ended in 1969 with the creation of
Embrafilme, which was originally intended to promote the distribution
of Brazilian films in foreign markets. In 1975 Embrafilme was reorga
nized and absorbed the executive functions of the now-defunct INC.
The Conselho Nacional do Cinema (CONCINE) was created the follow
ing year to assume the INC's legislative role. 12 As early as 1970, Embra
filme began to grant low-interest loans to producers for financing film
production. Between 1970 and 1979, when the loan program was
phased out, Embrafilme financed more than a quarter of the total na
tional film production in this manner. The last film financed under this
program was Carlos Diegues's Bye, Bye, Brasil (1980).

As initially formulated, decisions to grant production financing
were ostensibly made on purely technical grounds, taking into consid
eration the size of the company, its production history, the number of
awards it had won in national and international festivals, and its experi
ence. Although such a policy might seem reasonable for most economic
sectors or industries, the film industry is different in that its product
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transmits cultural, social, and ideological values, and such "neutrality"
in the selection process was viewed as unacceptable by many segments
of Brazilian society. For example, 0 Estado de Sao Paulo editorialized that
Embrafilme should not be merely a technical agency but should finance
only films of high quality that would contribute to the "moral founda
tions" of Brazilian society. 13

Nelson Pereira dos Santos was more direct in speaking of a major
contradiction within the state: "We had I. • • the Ministry of Education
and Culture presents The Virgin Widaw or The Woman Who Does . . . I
don't know what.' This was a violent contradiction within the moralism
of the Brazilian military, with the government financing shit.,,14Such a
contradiction, with the military government producing erotic comedies
(pornochanchadas), inevitably resulted in the reformulation of Embra
filme's policy of production financing.

In 1973 Embrafilme created its own nationwide distributor, long
a goal of Brazilian producers, and initiated a program of coproduction
financing that gradually replaced the loan program. As initially formu
lated, the enterprise participated in selected film projects by providing
up to 30 percent of total production costs and receiving in return a 30
percent share of profits. By extending an advance on distribution of
another 30 percent, the state could cover up to 60 percent of a film's
production costs. In the late 1970s, moreover, Embrafilme began pro
viding up to 100 percent of some films' financing, including Glauber
Rocha's A ldade da Terra (1980)and Leon Hirszman's Eles Nao Usam Black
Tie (1981).

The coproduction program marked a fundamental redirection of
state policy toward the film industry that made the granting of produc
tion financing much more selective. If the state decides to coproduce a
limited number of films, it must inevitably decide which films it will
support. This necessity causes the state to enter into competition with
nonfavored sectors of the industry and to become a site of contention
for competing groups. The reorientation of state financial assistance to
the industry exacerbated conflicting positions among filmmakers. 15 Two
conflicts are particularly relevant to the present discussion: cultural ver
sus commercial views on the proper role of the state and independent
versus concentrationist views concerning which industrial model the
state should support.

On the cultural side are filmmakers who believe that the state
should support films based on their cultural importance, with no re
gard to commercial potential. In Brazilian film circles, this kind of film
is known as a miura. Representing the extreme of this position are docu
mentarists like Silvio Tendler (director of Os Anos JK and Jango) and
some state bureaucrats who would like to see Embrafilme limited to
producing only cultural and educational films.l" On the other side of
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this conflict are filmmakers and producers who think that commercial
potential should be the only concern of the state enterprise in its at
tempts to support the industry's development. Pedro Rovai, who is
known as a producer and director of pornochanchadas, thinks that
Embrafilme should finance production companies, much as the state
does in other economic sectors, but not individual film projects. He
views the division between cultural and commercial films as a false
dichotomy and believes that once a film is projected on-screen, it auto
matically transmits cultural values.V He is correct, of course, but given
the extreme distance that separates films like Hirszman's Sao Bernardo
(1972) from Mozael Silveira's Com a Cama na Cabeca (1973), the di
chotomy is a very real one.

The idea that only commercial potential should be considered
derives from the notion, oft-repeated by exhibitors, that the public
should be the final judge of the value of cultural production. But such a
notion does not consider historical distortions in the transmission and
reception of cultural goods in a dependent, peripheral context. When
film production began in Brazil on a fairly large scale after the tum of
the century, the formal uses to which the highly technical cinematic
apparatus could be put had already been largely determined. The early
domination of the Brazilian market by foreign film industries fostered
certain expectations among the audience concerning a film's quality as
the foreign film became the standard against which all films would be
judged. Although Brazilian films were relatively successful in the do
mestic market in the first decade of the twentieth century, they were
largely unable to attain the production values of foreign films and thus
came to be perceived by the Brazilian public as poor in quality and
unworthy of support. The massive presence of foreign (largely Ameri
can) films in the Brazilian market has tended to reinforce audience bias
in their favor. This bias creates the dilemma for Brazilian filmmakers of
whether to imitate foreign films or to attempt to create new modes of
cinematic discourse based on what they perceive as "national" values.
The cultural-commercial dichotomy is one expression of this dilemma. 18

Acutely aware of this problem, some directors like Cinema Novo
veterans Nelson Pereira dos Santos, Carlos Diegues, and Arnaldo [abor
have attempted to combine the cultural and the commercial by making
films that speak to the Brazilian people in culturally relevant terms and
are also successful at the box office.19 Embrafilme meanwhile attempted
to please both camps. It set up programs for the production of cultural
films and documentaries and financed beginning directors and others
like Rocha and Julio Bressane, whose films have limited commercial
appeal, although a majority of its funding has gone to more commer
cially oriented films.

Out of the cultural-commercial dichotomy has grown the inde-
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pendent-concentrationist split. Independent filmmakers have no firm
commercial structure and few sources of production financing other
than the state, and yet they have contributed decisively to the critical
success of Brazilian cinema over the last twenty years. Their production
companies often consist of little more than a small office, a desk, and a
telephone.r'' They normally do not own complete filmmaking equip
ment, yet they are responsible for much of Brazilian filmmaking. Al
though they are not opposed to making successful films, they view
commercial success as secondary to cultural or social relevance. By fi
nancing individual films rather than production companies, Embra
filme has tended to support these independent filmmakers, thus rein
forcing an atomized model of production rather than turning to a
production model based on large studios, as happened in Mexico.

In the 1970s, the concentrationist group (I use the term group
very loosely) gained considerable strength and power within Embra
filme. This group is composed of medium-sized production companies
that have complete or almost complete filmmaking facilities and fairly
large permanent staffs. Unlike the independents, they normally pro
duce several films a year (sometimes directed by independents), often
in partnership with private national and foreign investors. These com
panies have been calling for Embrafilme to adopt a more entrepreneur
ial attitude that will lead to increased capital accumulation in the indus
try. To that end, they favor the concentration of Embrafilme's resources
in a few films with strong commercial potential. Some of the concentra
tionist group would even like to see Embrafilme, or at least its profit
able sectors, sold to private concerns.21

The existence of such tensions, when placed in the context of the
traditionally clientelistic nature of the Brazilian state, has resulted in a
general lack of direction on Embrafilme's part. 22 Because the state's pre
cise role in relation to the film industry has never been defined, Embra
filme has tried to be too many things to too many people, the result
being that it has done few things as well as it might have under differ
ent circumstances.

Embrafilme has made viable many important film projects and
has contributed decisively to Brazilian cinema having become the pre
mier cinema in Latin America. But its policies have not led to the con
solidation of Brazilian cinema as a self-sustaining industry.P Embra
filme's program of coproductions, which has yielded so many excellent
films, has tended instead to make the so-called independent filmmak
ers dependent on the state for production financing.

Although the state has claimed that the goal of its policy is to
make the cinema more competitive in the Brazilian market, the screen
quota and various forms of state financial assistance have in fact sus
pended the rules of the marketplace for national films. Brazilian films
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no longer compete against foreign films in the domestic market. Rather,
they compete against each other in the reserve market. Because Embra
filme is the major, if not the sole, source for production financing, it too
has become a marketplace where filmmakers compete against each
other for the right to make films, thus exacerbating tensions within the
industry and creating a situation where the play of influences is often
more important than the talent of the filmmaker or producer.

Embrafilme's coproduction program improved the technical qual
ity of Brazilian cinema, but in doing so, it inflated production costs to
levels far above the market potential for return. At the same time, the
enterprise has done little to improve and strengthen the industry's in
frastructure. Embrafilme, along with the INC and CONCINE, has
placed heavy demands on the exhibition sector that have contributed to
a sharp decline in the number of theaters in operation.

The Exhibition Sector

Of the factors contributing to the crisis faced by Brazilian cinema
in the 1980s, none has been more decisive than the traditionally antago
nistic relationship between the exhibition sector and the state-sup
ported production sector. This antagonism goes back to the beginnings
of Brazilian cinema. In the early 1900s, producers and exhibitors were
normally one and the same. But the eventual development of indepen
dent distributors drove a wedge between producers and exhibitors, and
the exhibition sector began to function almost exclusively for the benefit
of foreign cinema. In the 1930s, exhibition groups fought legislation
initiating a timid screen quota for Brazilian short films, just as they have
fought every attempt to expand the quota, by arguing free trade and
open markets in opposition to state intervention and manipulation of
the rules of the marketplace.

Without a screen quota and other protectionist measures, Brazil
ian cinema would likely not exist or would exist only on the most crass
commercial basis. At the same time, state policy toward the film indus
try has clearly led to a loss of profits and is at least partially responsible
for the current decline of the exhibition sector, which is pernicious for
the Brazilian film industry as a whole. It is thus a difficult question to
address, for both sides are obviously correct in their arguments.

The relationship between the state and the exhibition sector has
deteriorated steadily over the last decade. In 1974 0 Estado de Sao Paulo
ran an article with the headline "The Great Duel of National Cinema,"
which likened the conflict between exhibitors and state-supported pro
ducers to a Western movie, with the producer as hero, the exhibitor as
villain, and the state as sheriff.f" By 1980 this "duel" had become a
"war" fought largely in the courts, as exhibition groups, sometimes in
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conjunction with distributors, continually filed suit and frequently ob
tained at least temporary injunctions against various aspects of state
policy.25 In 1985 the screen quota for national films was virtually ig
nored because of an injunction deriving from a suit filed by exhibition
and distribution groups alleging that no legally binding definition exists
of what is a "Brazilian film." In March 1986, President Sarney tempo
rarily halted such legal action, at least regarding the issue of a binding
definition, by signing a decree defining what is a Brazilian film.26

The "war" was fought not only in the courts but also in the the
aters. Argentine film researcher Jorge Schnitman suggests that "histori
cally, whenever exhibitors were forced to exhibit a large number of na
tional films, they attempted to produce their own.,,27 As early as 1971,
exhibition groups began to band together to form production compa
nies with the expressed intention of making films to meet the require
ments of the compulsory exhibition law.28 The result was the rash of
poor-quality pornochanchadas that began to flood the reserve market in
1972-73, which left even less room for more cultural and more serious
films. In the 1980s, such production became even more pernicious as
the soft-core pornochanchadas were replaced by hard-core pornogra
phy. Table 1 indicates the astonishingly high percentage of porno
graphic films after 1980 as well as the nonexistence of independent
sources of financing for film production and the almost total depen
dence of the production sector on either exhibitors (that is, pornogra
phy) or the state.

TAB L E 1 Brazilian Film Production, 1978-1984

Pornographic
Year Total Pornographic Embrafilme Others (%)

1978 100 15 13 72 15
1979 93 7 16 70 .18
1980 103 32 18 53 31
1981 80 63 16 1 79
1982 85 59 22 4 69
1983 84 62 18 4 74
1984 90 64 22 4 71

Source: Embrafilme, [ornai da Tela, Special Edition, "Proposta para uma Politica Nacional
do Cinema," March 1986, p. 3.

Rather than attempt to detail the merits of exhibitors' arguments,
this essay will summarize legislation regarding the exhibition sector,
thus acknowledging the truism that there can be no strong film indus
try without a strong exhibition sector and without substantial coopera-
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tion between production and exhibition sectors. Brazilian cinematic leg
islation requires exhibitors to comply with a number of stipulations:
exhibitors must show national films at least 140 days per year; they
must pay a minimum of 50 percent of net income for those films; they
must make payment within fifteen days of exhibition; they must show a
national short subject as part of each program of foreign films; they
must purchase standardized tickets and box-office recording sheets
from Embrafilme at inflated prices; and they must exhibit national films
as long as the average of total spectators for two weeks or more equals
60 percent of the previous year's weekly average. In return, the exhibi
tors have received virtually nothing from the state. 29 The combined
impact of all these requirements has caused a decline in income, which
has led to the closing of many theaters, especially in the interior, and
has contributed to the current crisis in Brazilian cinema.

The Nova Republica

It is frequently said that the effect of Brazilian state policy toward
the film industry has been to "socializar os prejuizos e privatizar os
lucros" (to socialize losses and privatize profits). 30 Partly in response to
this effect, a number of changes were made in state cinematic policy
even before the beginning of the Nova Republica. For example, under
the directorship of Roberto Parreira from 1982 to 1985, Embrafilme al
most ceased coproducing films and limited its financial participation to
an advance on distribution, which tended to shift the financial burden
and risk from the state to the producer." But this change in policy did
little to alter the fundamental crisis in Brazilian cinema.

By the beginning of the Nova Republica, it had become evident
that the old model of state-supported cinematic production was obso
lete and that the relationship between cinema and the state needed
redefining and restructuring. The urgent need for restructuring was
highlighted in early 1986 by a series of articles published in the Folha de
Sao Paulo. The articles focused on the management of Embrafilme, thus
making the enterprise once again the object of severe public criticism
and debate" In an editorial titled "Cine catastrofe," the newspaper
referred to Embrafilme's activities as a "moral, economic, and artistic
disaster." Many film industry professionals recognized the need for re
evaluating the relationship between cinema and the state. For example,
Cinema Novo veteran Carlos Diegues (Bye, Bye, Brasil) referred to Em
brafilme as a "cultural Medicaid system that treats cancer with band
aids." Carlos Augusto Calil, who directed Embrafilme from 1985 to
198~ asserted that the state could no longer attempt to act as a substi
tute for private enterprise and that the existing model of state-sup
ported cinematic production was simply no longer viable. 33
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In response to the crisis of the film industry, on 31 July 1985,
Sarney's second Minister of Culture, Aluisio Pimenta, established a
commission to study the situation and make recommendations. The
Sarney-Pimenta Commission, as it came to be known, was composed of
film professionals from all sectors of the industry.i" The commission
issued its report, Propostas para uma Politica Nacional do Cinema, in March
1986.35

The report begins by reviewing the history of Brazilian cinema
leading to the current situation and the factors contributing to the cri
sis. It recommends twenty-three emergency measures, some of which
had already been taken prior to the report's publication (such as estab
lishing a legal definition of "Brazilian film"). The recommended emer
gency measures were designed to make Embrafilme and CONCINE
more flexible and efficient by redefining functions and shifting opera
tional and personnel costs entirely to the Ministerio da Cultura. This
financial restructuring would allow Embrafilme to use its current bud
getary resources, which derive from the film industry, for reinvesting in
the industry; the restructuring would also provide CONCINE with the
funds necessary to fulfill its stipulated duties, including the enforce
ment of cinematographic legislation.

One of the report's most important recommendations calls on
President Sarney to restructure Embrafilme by separating its cultural
and commercial activities. The report recommended creating a mixed
ownership distributor (Embrafilme Distribuidora S.A.) that would house
all of the firm's commercial activities while transferring its other sectors
into a public enterprise (Embrafilme) that would report directly to the
Ministro da Cultura. This measure would help define the state's precise
relationship to the film industry. In the past, some 15 percent of Embra
filme's capital has been designated for nonprofit cultural activities, cre
ating what many view as a financial burden on an enterprise designed
to engage in entrepreneurial activities in support of the national indus
try qua industry.

At the same time, these recommendations would effectively de
centralize some cinematic activity by opening lines of credit with the
Banco do Brasil and the Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento. This ap
proach would provide alternative sources of financing and allow private
concerns to undertake their own projects of film production, equipment
replacement, or theatrical expansion and renovation.

The report also calls for greater control of pornographic films,
not through direct censorship but through restricting their exhibition to
specially designated theaters, denying them the benefits of cinematic
legislation (such as the screen quota), and increasing tenfold their tax
obligation to Embrafilme. The report also proposes decreasing import
taxes on equipment used in film production and exhibition and increas-
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ing taxes-specifically a tax known as the "contribution to the develop
ment of the film industry"-on films and serials, as well as extending
the tax to telenovelas produced by and for television.

The recommendation to begin taxing telenovelas stems from the
historical lack of integration between the two media as well as their
unequal degree of success. The lack of integration is evident in the
scant presence of national films on the country's television screens. In
1980 only 2 percent of all feature films shown on Brazilian television
were Brazilian. In an attempt to compete with foreign films in the tele
vision market, Embrafilme signed contracts in 1977 for the production
of nineteen pilots for television series. But none of the projects was
even shown on television, much less transformed into regular series.
Rather than buy series from film producers, TV Globo, Brazil's stron
gest network, began producing its own series, such as Plantiio de Policia
and Carga Pesada. During the last decade, a number of film industry
professionals. have called for a screen quota for Brazilian films to be
shown on all television networks. Given the economic strength and
political power of the television industry, however, it seems unlikely
that the government will go along with film industry recommendations
in this area. 36

The Samey-Pimenta Commission report also calls for greater
control of service costs related to cinematic production (such as equip
ment rentals and laboratory work). The report argues that these fiscal
measures would control production costs and increase Embrafilme's
budget, thus augmenting the funds available for investments in the
industry. In short, the report calls for streamlining the state cinematic
apparatus to make it more responsive to the needs of the film industry
and to make the industry more self-sustaining and less dependent on
the state..

In addition to recommending emergency measures, the report
also summarizes five-year goals for strengthening all industry sectors.
For the exhibition sector, the report advocates several goals: improving
the comfort and projection quality of existing theaters; financing the
opening of five hundred new facilities; developing more extensive par
allel circuits in suburban areas, universities, and other cultural and edu
cational institutions; and creating mobile projection units to take films
to isolated rural areas. The goals set for the production sector are to
double current production levels, to occupy at least 50 percent of the
national market, and to initiate production for television.

In November 1986, a joint working group of Embrafilme and the
Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento (BNDES) released a report titled
Cinema Brasileiro: Diagn6stico e Politica para 0 Setor. Recognizing the in
Viabilityof the current model, this report calls for restructuring cinema
state relations to make state participation complementary to and sup-
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portive of private initiative. According to this plan, the state would
assume full responsibility for all noncommercial cinematic activities, in
cluding enforcement of legislation, support for cultural films, and in
centives for creating private distributors. Embrafilme's distribution sec
tor would be transformed into a joint-venture capital enterprise with
responsibility for domestic and foreign distribution as well as commer
cial production with private companies. Its activities would be primarily
entrepreneurial in nature. State banks like the Banco do Brasil and the
BNDES would open lines of credit for financing film production and
improving other infrastructure such as theaters and laboratories. The
goals of the working group's recommendations are to support capital
accumulation and promote eventual autonomy of the private sector. 37

Although the situation remains in flux and the outcome un
known, the response of the Sarney administration and Celso Furtado's
Ministerio da Cultura has apparently fallen short of the most optimistic
expectations.i" Because of what was perceived as Furtado's lack of sup
port for the recommendations of the Sarney-Pimenta Commission and
the Embrafilme-BNDES Working Group, Embrafilme's Director-General
Carlos Augusto Cali! and Administrative Director Eduardo Escorel sub
mitted their resignations in December 1986.39 To replace Calil, Sarney
nominated the Ministerio da Cultura's secretary of sociocultural activi
ties, Fernando Ghignone. According to published reports, Ghignone's
assignment (if the Congresso approves) is to dismember Embrafilme by
selling its distribution sector to private concerns and transforming the
remainder into a foundation, supposedly along the lines of the defunct
Instituto Nacional do Cinema.40

Should these measures ultimately be put into effect, their impli
cations would be immense. They would represent an almost total rever
sal of state cinematic policy over the last fifteen years, with the state
attempting to extract itself from the situation it helped create and trying
to shift the financial burden of film production back to the private sec
tor, where many believe it naturally belongs. In this sense, these pro
posed changes form part of a general trend toward prioatizacao in the
Brazilian economy.

Many others think, however, that the Ministerio da Cultura mis
read or ignored the diagnosis and recommendations of the Sarney-Pi
menta Commission and the Embrafilme-BNDES Working Group. Both
reports propose measures that would strengthen the film industry as a
means of making it eventually less dependent on the state. Eduardo
Escorel sees the ministry's proposal as simply reinforcing paternalistic
relationships between the state and the industry and offering nothing
to alleviate the crisis situation or Embrafilme's operational impasse.
The proposal seems to be based on the supposition that film production
is not a viable industrial activity and that public-sector investments
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should be made with no hope of return (a [undo perdido). In such a
situation, Escorel suggests, criteria for selection will be made on politi
cal, not commercial or entrepreneurial, grounds.V The market would
thus cease to be an important factor, and the commercial viability of
Brazilian cinema would decrease even further.

In sum, Brazilian state policy toward the film industry is cur
rently undergoing a necessary and long overdue revision. It is impossi
ble to predict precisely what the shape of that policy and its eventual
effects will be. What is clear, however, is that a policy that does not
move decisively toward reversing the cycle of decline, strengthening
the industry's infrastructure, and stimulating accumulation in the pri
vate sector will be doomed to failure. The alternative, as Escorel sug
gests, would reinforce the industry's dependence on the state and the
further decline of Brazilian cinema as a whole. Thus what is ultimately
at stake in the current restructuring of the state cinematic apparatus is
the future of Brazilian cinema itself.
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